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ABSTRACT

Non-stri t purely fun tional languages pose many hallenges
to the designers of debugging tools. De larative debugging
has long been onsidered a suitable andidate for the task
due to its abstra tion over the evaluation order of the program, although the provision of pra ti al implementations
has been lagging. In this paper we dis uss the solutions
used in our de larative debugger for Haskell to ta kle the
problems of printing values, memory usage and I/O. The debugger is based on program transformation, although mu h
leverage is gained by interfa ing with the runtime environment of the language implementation through a foreign fun tion interfa e.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Stepwise tra ing debuggers, su h as those typi ally used for
imperative languages, are not suitable for non-stri t fun tional languages be ause the evaluation order of a program
and its textual de nition are highly de oupled. De larative
debugging is a promising alternative be ause it permits one
to reason about program evaluation in a manner that re e ts
the stru ture of the sour e ode, thus abstra ting away the
diÆ ult issue of evaluation order. In this paper we onsider
the appli ation of de larative debugging to Haskell 981 . In
parti ular we dis uss pra ti al issues in the implementation
of a debugger that are ne essary to make it a useful tool.
A de larative debugger onstru ts a tree that gives a highlevel semanti s to the evaluation of a program. We all this
an Evaluation Dependen e Tree (EDT)2 . For a fun tional
language, the nodes in the EDT represent fun tion appli ations and onstants that were evaluated for a given exe ution
of the program. The links between nodes are determined by
the stati all graph of the program (or the dynami all
graph when higher-order ode is used). The EDT an be
1
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Hereafter we drop the 98 from the name.
The EDT terminology is derived from Nilsson and
Sparud [12℄.

k = True

foo True False
= (True, ?)

not False
= True

xor True False = ?

(\(x,_) −> x) (True, ?)
= True

not ? = ?

Figure 1: An example EDT.

used for browsing or to sear h for auses of program errors.
The key feature of the EDT is that its stru ture is easily
re on iled with that of the program text. Consider the program fragment below:
k =
foo
not
not
xor
xor

(\(x,_) -> x) (foo True False)
x y = (not y, not (xor x y))
True = False
False = True
True x = not x
False x = x

Figure 1 illustrates the EDT orresponding to the evaluation of the onstant k. The node for k has two hildren,
one for the inner all to foo, and one for the outer all to
the lambda abstra tion `\(x, _) -> x', whi h extra ts the
rst value from a pair. The fun tion foo has three hildren
orresponding to the two alls to not, and the one all to
xor. The lambda abstra tion, not and xor form the terminals of the tree be ause they do not all any other fun tions.
Unevaluated expressions, su h as the se ond omponent of
the tuple, are shown as `?'.
There are two strategies proposed in the literature for onstru ting the EDT. The rst strategy is by instrumentation
of the language runtime environment and ode generator,
su h that the EDT is produ ed as a side e e t of omputation (for example Freya for Haskell [9℄). The strength
of this approa h is that the debugger has intimate knowledge of and a ess to the runtime environment, in luding
the representation of values on the heap and sta k, and the
garbage olle tor. The weaknesses are implementation omplexity, and la k of portability (as a result Freya does not
support full Haskell and only works on one type of ma hine

ar hite ture). The se ond strategy is by sour e-to-sour e
transformation: the original program text is transformed
into a new program whi h omputes both the value of the
original program and a EDT des ribing that omputation.
The advantage of this approa h is portability and redu ed
e ort in implementation - one an take advantage of existing
ompiler and runtime te hnologies. The main disadvantages
are onstraints imposed by the stati requirements of the
sour e language (most notably in Haskell type orre tness)
and that the debugger must deal with the runtime environment at arm's length.
We have implemented a de larative debugger for Haskell.3
There are two parts to the debugger: program transformation and EDT traversal. The transformation [18℄ is applied
to every module in the program (in luding the standard libraries). It takes a Haskell program as input and produ es
a Haskell program as output. The transformation is written
in Haskell and should work with any ompliant implementation of the language. Exe ution of the transformed program
has the e e t of omputing the original program and building an EDT. Traversal of the EDT is written in a mixture
of Haskell and C and is reliant on ertain fa ilities provided
by the runtime environment of the language implementation
(for reasons that we will des ribe in the rest of the paper).
At present (the EDT traversal part) of our debugger only
works with the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC)4 .
In se tion 2 we show how the EDT is implemented and onsider the task of printing information in the nodes. As the
debugger traverses the EDT it must print information ontained in ea h node, in luding the name of the fun tion that
was applied, its arguments and eventual result. Writing su h
a printer in Haskell is diÆ ult be ause it must be polymorphi , it must respe t the laziness and sharing in the underlying value, and it must be able to give a meaningful representation to fun tions. In se tion 3 we onsider the spa e
usage of the transformed program. It is well known that
naively generating an EDT node for every fun tion appli ation auses a prohibitive spa e leak in the debugger [8, 10℄.
We redu e the spa e ost of the EDT by stati ally pruning it
for trusted fun tions and by re- omputing parts of the tree
on demand. In se tion 4 we onsider debugging programs
that perform I/O and the diÆ ulty of in orporating I/O into
the de larative debugging paradigm. In se tion 5 we apply
our debugger to a moderate sized program to see how well
it performs in pra ti e, and we also onsider how the debugger deals with un aught ex eptions. In se tion 6 we onsider other debugging systems for Haskell and in se tion 7
we on lude. Familiarity with non-stri t purely fun tional
languages is assumed.

2.

THE EDT AND PRINTING VALUES

The EDT is implemented by the following type:
data EDT = MkEDT Exp [Val℄ Val [EDT℄

The MkEDT onstru tor builds a node in the EDT, it has four
arguments: the name (or representation) of the fun tion involved in an appli ation; a list of referen es to the arguments
3
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of an appli ation; a referen e to the result of the appli ation;
and a list of hildren nodes. Additional information an be
kept in the nodes, su h as type annotations, and sour e ode
referen es, however we do not show them here.
The type Val is used as a referen e to the arguments and
result of fun tion appli ations. We want to allow referen es
to any number of di erent types in the same EDT. To do this
we need a polymorphi onstru tor that does not reveal the
type of its argument. This an be a hieved with existential
types, whi h are not part of the Haskell standard, but are
widely supported:
data Val = forall a . V a

The expli it forall o urs in a negative ontext, whi h is
the same as existentially quantifying the type variable `a'.
The name of a fun tion stored in a node is either an identi er
or a lambda abstra tion. We represent both of these with
the type Exp:
data Exp =
|
|
|
|
|

ExpId Ident
ExpAp Exp Exp
ExpLambda [Pat℄ Exp
ExpLet [Equation℄ Exp
ExpCase Exp [Alt℄
ExpVal Val

This type is an abstra t syntax for Haskell expressions, though
we have trun ated the de nition for brevity. Identi ers are
formed by `ExpId i ', where i is a string naming the identier. Lambda abstra tions are formed by `ExpLambda ps e ',
where ps are bound patterns and e is the right-hand-side of
the expression. When a node from the EDT is displayed the
name of the fun tion is pretty-printed, for example `ExpId
"not"' would be printed as `not '. Appli ations, let and ase
expressions are formed by the ExpAp, ExpLet, and ExpCase
onstru tors. We need a full abstra t syntax, in luding patterns, alternatives and equations be ause we want to be able
to show a omplete lambda abstra tion whi h may ontain
all of these synta ti onstru ts. Free variables in an expression are represented simply as a referen e to the value of the
variable by the ExpVal onstru tor (noti e its argument is
of type Val).
Ea h fun tion in the original program is transformed to ompute its normal value and an EDT node representing an appli ation of the fun tion. At the top of ea h Haskell program
is the onstant `main :: IO ()'. After transformation this
be omes `main' :: (IO (), EDT)', and is no longer the
top of the program. When we traverse the EDT we want
the arguments and result of ea h fun tion appli ation to be
in their nal state of evaluation. To ensure this we do not
traverse the EDT until the value of the original program has
been omputed. To avoid some omplexity in later parts of
the paper we will give names to the two important phases in
the evaluation of a transformed program. Phase one o urs
when we demand the value of the original program to be
omputed. This amounts to for ing the rst omponent of
the tuple returned by main' to be fully evaluated. Phase

one respe ts the de larative semanti s of the original program, but not the operational semanti s (it may onsume
more memory and take more redu tions). Phase two o urs
when we traverse the EDT whi h is the se ond omponent
of the tuple returned by main'. A new top-level main is introdu ed after transformation to administer the evaluation
of both phases.
When a node in the tree is displayed the values of the arguments and result must be printed. However, printing an
intera t badly with non-stri t evaluation. In a non-stri t
language a value may be only partially omputed. To a urately represent the omputation of the program printing
must not ause any further evaluation of the arguments and
results of appli ations. Further ompli ation arises when we
onsider printing values whi h ontain y les. It is not possible to determine if an expression is evaluated or has y les
from within pure Haskell ode. Therefore, to print values referred to by the EDT we have to momentarily step outside
the on nes of pure fun tional programming.
Printing works as follows. In Haskell we unpa k the value
wrapped in the V onstru tor and pass a pointer to the value
to C ode via the (now standard) Foreign Fun tion Interfa e
(FFI) [1℄. The C ode traverses the GHC heap representation of the value and prints a representation of the value
using Haskell syntax (extended with tokens to indi ate unevaluated expressions and y les). Values on the GHC heap
are represented by a graph [6℄. Printing terminates in one of
three ways: when a node orresponds to a nullary onstru tor, when a node orresponds to an unevaluated expression,
and when a y le in the graph is found. Unevaluated expressions are denoted on the GHC heap by spe ial values alled
thunks. When a thunk is en ountered a question mark is
printed to indi ate that the value of this expression was not
omputed. Cy les are identi ed by hashing the address of
heap nodes as they are traversed. Therefore it is essential
that traversal of the heap does not ause any garbage olle tion to happen, lest the nodes are moved to new addresses.
Ordinarily the names of data onstru tors are not retained
in the GHC heap, sin e they are not needed during normal
exe ution of the program. This is of ourse a problem for
printing. However, when GHC ompiles ode for pro ling
it uses a slightly more detailed heap representation whi h
in ludes the names of all onstru tors. We require that the
transformed program is ompiled for pro ling so that we an
a ess the names of onstru tors as we traverse the heap.
Note that we do not request any pro ling statisti s to be
gathered, so the overheads of this tri k are small (and one
o urren e of a name is shared amongst all instan es of the
onstru tor).
Figure 2 illustrates the GHC heap representation of a partially evaluated tuple (su h as that returned by `foo True
False' from the example program in se tion 1). Node A
orresponds to the tuple onstru tor, whose name is found
at node B. Nodes C and E are the omponents of the tuple,
the rst being the onstru tor True, and the se ond being
a thunk orresponding to the unevaluated expression `not
(xor x y)'. The name of the True onstru tor is found in
node D. Under normal ompilation nodes B and D would be
absent, but are in luded when the program is ompiled for
pro ling.

B

A

"(,)"

C

E

D
"True"

THUNK

Figure 2: The heap representation of a partially
evaluated tuple.

Can we use this te hnique for printing fun tional values?
Perhaps, but this would at least require the names of all
identi ers in the program text to be retained at runtime.
In GHC, even with pro ling turned on, only the names of
top-level fun tions are retained. Worse still, we would like
to represent lambda abstra tions in a programmer friendly
way (by using sour e ode identi ers and expression syntax).
However, in most ompilers (in luding GHC) the ompiled
form of a fun tion is not easily related ba k to the sour e
ode that produ ed the fun tion. We use our program transformation to solve this problem by pairing fun tional values with a representation whi h is derived dire tly from the
sour e ode. We use the representation whenever we wish
to print the fun tion.
To begin with, fun tional expressions (partial appli ations or
lambda abstra tions) are wrapped up in the following type:5
data F a b = MkF (a->b) Exp

The onstru tor MkF pairs a fun tion with its representation whi h is provided by the Exp type. When a fun tion
is wrapped up in this way, it is said to be en oded. So for
example the fun tion:
\x ->

ase y of True -> x

is represented as:
ExpLambda
[PatId "x"℄
(ExpCase (ExpVal (V y))
[Alt [PatId "True"℄ (ExpId "x")℄)

If a variable is free in the fun tion, and that variable is either a let-bound6 onstant or bound by an outer lambda
then the variable is embedded into the representation of the
fun tion by wrapping it with the ExpVal and V onstru tors.
Therefore, su h variables are represented by their value, not
5
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EDT nodes in the transformed program. That detail makes
the presentation unne essarily ompli ated. The interested
reader should onsult [18℄ for a more thorough treatment of
the en oding of fun tions.
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their name, whi h provides more information when the fun tion is printed, and is essential when we ome to onsider
re-evaluation in se tion 3.
En oded fun tions must be unwrapped before they an be
applied, this is the job of apply:
apply :: F a b -> a -> b
apply (MkF f exp) = evalExp exp f

The all to evalExp evaluates the representation of the fun tion before returning the fun tion itself. Without this the
representation of fun tions would remain as thunks, whi h
would then have to for ed before printing. It is mu h simpler to for e the representation at the point of appli ation.
Unfortunately this might result in repeated traversals of the
fun tion representation for multiple appli ations of an enoded fun tion - in pra ti e this ost is not too high. The
de nition of evalExp is straightforward, it simply rawls
over every bran h of the representation, ex ept anything
wrapped by ExpVal - sin e these orrespond to free variables in the fun tion, and their state of evaluation must not
be altered.
Whenever the printer en ounters a MkF node on the heap it
skips immediately to the se ond argument. However it does
not print the representation of the fun tion as it would an
ordinary value. Instead the representation is is treated as
an abstra t syntax tree that should be pretty-printed like
sour e ode. If the printer en ounters an appli ation of the
V onstru tor whilst it is interpreting an en oded fun tion
it returns to its normal (literal) mode of printing. Thus the
V and MkF onstru tors play the role of quotation marks to
dire t the way values are printed, and the C routines for
printing normal heap values and fun tion representations
are mutually re ursive.

3.

RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

Creating an EDT node for every fun tion appli ation is prohibitively expensive. During phase one the onstru tion of
EDT nodes is delayed, ausing a a thunk to be allo ated on
the heap for ea h node. Inside these thunks are pointers to
the arguments and result of an appli ation. The spa e onsumed by the tree during phase one is equal to the sum of
the sizes of ea h thunk, plus the size of all the intermediate
values that are referred to by the pointers inside the thunks.
Consider the naive reverse fun tion:
rev :: [a℄ -> [a℄
rev ys = ase ys of
[℄ -> [℄
(x:xs) -> (rev xs) ++ [x℄

The operator `++' is list append in Haskell. If we use this
fun tion to reverse some list [e1, ..., ej, ek℄ we end up
with the omputation:
( ... (([℄ ++ [ek℄) ++ [ej℄) ++ ... ) ++ [e1℄

Ea h inner appli ation of `++' produ es an intermediate list,
whi h under normal evaluation an be in rementally garbage

olle ted. However, in the transformed program ea h all to
`++' results in an EDT node (thunk) whi h maintains pointers to its arguments and result. It is the presen e of these
pointers that prohibit the garbage olle tor from re laiming the spa e used by the values pointed to. For long running programs this will almost ertainly exhaust the heap
in phase one leaving no han e of traversing the EDT.
The obvious solution is to prune the EDT. The simplest way
to do this is to pi k some fun tions from the program and tell
the transformation not to reate EDT nodes for appli ations
of those fun tions. This is easy to do, and is a good idea
for trusted fun tions that are onsidered orre t (su h as
well-tested library ode). However, trusted fun tions might
all un-trusted ones, either stati ally, or by higher order
arguments. In su h ir umstan es we want EDT nodes for
the untrusted hildren of trusted nodes. Again this is easy
to do, and leads to a new type of EDT node:
data EDT = ...

| MkTrust Val [EDT℄

The MkTrust onstru tor builds an EDT node that re ords
the result and hildren of a trusted appli ation. We need
to re ord the result of the appli ation be ause it is possible
that it was not needed (a thunk). In su h a ase the debugger should not traverse the hildren of this node be ause
the parent was not needed.7 Unfortunately, su h trusted
nodes are not a big spa e saver: ea h appli ation of a trusted
fun tion results in an EDT node and that node maintains
a referen e to the result of the appli ation, prohibiting its
garbage- olle tion.
A more radi al idea is to allow a sub-tree of the EDT to be
dis arded (or perhaps not omputed at all) during phase one.
Then if it happens that nodes in the sub-tree are needed during phase 2 they an be onstru ted by re-evaluating part
of the transformed program. This is a lassi spa e-time
tradeo : during phase one we hope to save the spa e onsumed by (part of) the EDT whi h we trade for additional
omputation time in phase 2. Of ourse we only bene t if
the spa e required to allow re- onstru tion of the sub-tree
is less than the size of the sub-tree itself.
We need a way of allowing a sub-tree to be dis arded (or not
omputed at all), whilst providing a means to re- onstru t
it at a later point in time. To understand how this is done
we must look more arefully at the program transformation.
Below is a sket h of how the fun tion rev is transformed to
ompute a full EDT node:
rev :: [a℄ -> ([a℄, EDT)
rev ys
= let (v, ) = ... transformed body ...
t = MkEDT (ExpId "rev") [V ys℄ (V v)
in (v, t)

The new rev omputes a pair (v,t) ontaining the reversed
list and an EDT node. The body of the original fun tion
7
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produ es a lazily demanded, but possibly in nite result.

is transformed to ompute a pair (v, ), where is a list
of nodes orresponding to the hildren of rev. The node t
ontains the name of the fun tion, a referen e to its argument ys, a referen e to its result v and its hildren . Spa e
is onsumed by the nodes in , and those nodes ontain
referen es to the intermediate values that were used in the
onstru tion of v. The presen e of these referen es prohibit
the garbage olle tion of the intermediate values. We an't
dis ard altogether be ause we might eventually want to
visit those nodes in phase 2. Instead we must dis onne t
the omputation of v and .

The ode uses the IO monad and do-notation of Haskell to
allow intera tion with the user of the debugger and ensure
the orre t sequen ing of re-evaluation with respe t to the
traversal of the hildren. Firstly we he k whether v1 is a
thunk, supposing the existen e of the fun tion `isThunk ::
Val -> IO Bool'. If it is a thunk then the appli ation was
not evaluated during phase one so we should not look at the
hildren. If it is not a thunk then we print the node and
perhaps intera t with the user of the debugger. Before we
traverse the hildren we must make sure that v2 is evaluated
to exa tly the same extent and v1.

We introdu e a third kind of EDT node:

The re-evaluation is performed by:

data EDT = ... | MkR Exp [Val℄ Val Val [EDT℄

It is almost identi al to the node onstru ted by MkEDT, exept that it has two opies of the result of the appli ation:
ea h opy denotes the same value but they are obtained
from independent omputations. To onstru t su h a node
we modify our transformation slightly:
rev :: [a℄ -> ([a℄, EDT)
rev ys
= let (v1,_) = ... transformed
(v2, ) = ... transformed
t = MkR (ExpId "rev") [V
(V
in (v1, t)

body ...
body ...
ys℄
v1) (V v2)

Now there are two opies of the transformed body. The rst
opy is bound to (v1, ), and it is v1 that is returned at
the end of rev along with an EDT node. The unders ore
in the pattern binding indi ates that the hildren nodes are
not needed, so they may be garbage olle ted during phase
one. The se ond opy is bound to the pair (v2, ). During
phase one the value of this omputation is not demanded
so it remains a thunk. During phase two we might want to
traverse the hildren in . However, at the end of phase one
they refer to an unevaluated omputation denoted by v2 - all
the arguments and results at ea h node will be thunks. So
v2 must be evaluated before the hildren an be traversed,
and so a referen e is kept to v2 in the EDT. In a non-stri t
language the extent to whi h an expression is evaluated depends on its ontext. However, at the point when v2 must be
evaluated (during phase two) the original ontext is lost. To
make up for the la k of ontext, a referen e to v1 is kept in
the EDT. The state of evaluation of v1 is used to determine
the extent to whi h v2 is evaluated.
EDT traversal for re-evaluation nodes is stru tured in the
following way:
trav :: EDT -> IO ()
trav (MkR n as v1 v2 )
= do t <- isThunk v1
ase t of
True -> return ()
False -> do ... print the node ...
reEval v1 v2
travChildren

reEval :: Val -> Val -> IO ()

We know that the two arguments denote the same value.
Our goal is to for e the evaluation of the se ond argument
so that it is evaluated to exa tly the same extent as the rst.
It works in the following way. In Haskell we unpa k the
two arguments to reEval from the V onstru tors, and pass
pointers to their values to C ode via the FFI. To assist our
presentation we will all the rst of the arguments the old
value and the se ond the new value. We onstru t a graph
on the C heap that mimi s the GHC heap representation of
the old value. We terminate the C graph in the presen e
of nullary onstru tors, thunks and y les.8 The new value
is initially a thunk. If the C graph is not empty we for e
evaluation of the thunk to weak head normal (WHNF)9 . We
repeat this pro ess by pairing the hildren of the C graph
with the orresponding hildren on the GHC heap. We stop
for ing bran hes of the new value when we rea h the terminals of the C graph. Why don't we use the GHC heap
representation of the old value to dire t the evaluation of
the new one? The reason is that for ing parts of the new
value to WHNF may ause garbage olle tion. Garbage olle tion may move nodes around on the GHC heap, whi h
may ause us to lose tra k of y les in the graph representation of the old value. When we onstru t the C graph we
ensure that no garbage olle tion an happen, thus allowing
a urate dete tion of y les.
The transformation ensures that higher-order values will always be en oded in the result of transformed fun tions, even
when nested inside other data-stru tures. To re-evaluate an
en oded fun tion we demand that the representation of the
new en oded fun tion is evaluated to the same extent as the
representation of the old en oded fun tion. This in ludes
for ing the free variables in the representation to be evaluated to their previous extent. This detail is rather subtle.
Consider the program fragment below:
f x = \y -> ... x ...
g z = f (h z)
8
We should also re e t the sharing in the GHC graph, although at present we do not. We anti ipate that this is not
diÆ ult to implement, and it is intended to be added to
future versions of the debugger.
9
A value is in WHNF if its outermost onstru tor is evaluated, or it is a fun tion.

Table 1: spa e (MB) { time (se ) performan e of naive reverse

List size
500
1000
1500
2000

original
1 { 0.07
1 { 0.34
1.5 { 0.84
1.5 { 1.6

empty
1 { 0.18
2.2 { 0.57
2.2 { 1.3
2.2 { 2.3

full
38 { 6.3
210 { 45
? {?
? {?

The EDT node for g has two hildren orresponding to the
alls to f and h. The result of f is a fun tion, and onsequently the result of g is the same. After transformation
this fun tion will be en oded, and the representation inside
the en oding will be:
ExpLambda [PatId "y"℄ ... (ExpVal (V x)) ...

Note that x is a free variable in the fun tion. If we want
to re- onstru t the hildren of g then it is essential that we
make the new value of x the same as the old one (using
the te hnique des ribed above). Without this (h z) would
appear to be unevaluated. The re-evaluation of x ensures
that the node for h (under g) has its result evaluated to
the orre t extent. Therefore it would be wrong to use the
following representation in the en oded fun tion:
ExpLambda [PatId "y"℄ ... (ExpId "x") ...

Doing so would lose information about how mu h (h z) was
demanded.
It is essential that the old and new values are obtained by independent omputations. Unfortunately there is no way to
ensure this within the syntax of Haskell. An optimising ompiler might noti e that the old and new values are equivalent
and arrange for them to share the one omputation, thus
re-introdu ing the spa e leak. To enfor e this requirement
we have to ask the GHC ompiler not to perform ommon
sub-expression elimination when ompiling the transformed
program. Unfortunately this option is only available on a
per-module basis, so we e e tively prohibit this optimisation
everywhere.

trust
24 { 4.6
103 { 23
240 { 77
? {?

re-eval + orig
3.5 { 0.21
3.5 { 2.0
3.5 { 2.5
4 { 3.6

To over ome this problem we ould keep two opies of every
fun tion in the program: the original ode to be alled from
inside the original body of a transformed fun tion (and alls
between original fun tions), and the transformed ode. A
further ompli ation is aused by the fa t that higher-order
values are always en oded in the transformed program. This
reates an interfa e problem when we want to pass a higherorder argument from transformed ode to original ode (the
original ode will not be expe ting an en oded argument).
Instead of using original ode we ould use a light-weight
transformation that allows otherwise original ode to a ept en oded higher-order arguments and produ e en oded
higher-order results where ne essary. Extending the transformation to allow original ode with re-evaluation is not
implemented in our debugger, but experiments suggest that
it is worth the extra omplexity.
How e e tive is re-evaluation? Table 1 lists the maximum
spa e onsumption and running time of naive reverse after
various types of transformation.10 The test program onstru ts a list of a given number of integers, applies rev to
the list and prints the result. Measurements were made up
to the end of phase one (before the EDT is traversed). Memory usages are in megabytes representing the largest amount
of spa e used by the program. Running times are in se onds.
Question marks indi ate where memory usage was too large
to get a result. The left olumn indi ates the number of integers in the list. The remaining olumns indi ate how the
program performed under di erent styles of transformation:
 original - the original program without transforma-

tion.

 empty - debugging transformation that does not re-

ate any EDT nodes for any fun tion appli ations. This
indi ates what overheads are introdu ed by the transformation alone (without the EDT).

When omputing the old value it seems ex essive to use the
transformed body of the fun tion. Sin e we are only interested in the value (and not the hildren nodes), we should
be able to ompute the value by using the original body of
the fun tion, as in:
rev :: [a℄ -> ([a℄, EDT)
rev ys
= let v1
= ... original
(v2, ) = ... transformed
t = MkR (ExpId "rev") [V
(V
in (v1, t)

re-eval
3.5 { 2.5
3.5 { 10
3.5 { 33
4 { 67

 full - debugging transformation that reates nodes for

every fun tion appli ation.

 trust - debugging transformation that reates a trusted
node for every appli ation (using the MkTrust on-

stru tor).

 re-eval - debugging transformation that reates a reevaluation node for ea h appli ation of rev and ++ (we

body ...
body ...
ys℄
v1) (V v2)

This is ompli ated by the fa t that inside the original body
there may be alls to fun tions that are now transformed.

an't re-evaluate I/O ode - see se tion 4).

 re-eval + original - debugging transformation that reates a re-evaluation node for ea h appli ation of rev
and ++, but uses original ode where possible in the
10

The tests were performed on a 300MHz AMD x86 using
GHC version 5.04.2 with optimisations turned on.
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body of the transformed fun tions, a ording to the
suggested improvement mentioned above.

runIO (\s −> ...) = (z, Wf)

It is lear that reating a full EDT node for every fun tion
appli ation is impra ti al. Trusted nodes using MkTrust
do not produ e great savings in spa e nor time, although
this is not parti ularly surprising. Re-evaluation a ords
large spa e savings during phase one. Using untransformed
ode in ombination with re-evaluation does not in uen e
the memory usage, but provides signi ant improvements
in time whi h are due to redu ed garbage olle tion overheads. We are surprised that this enhan ement does not
use less memory than the normal re-evaluation transformation, be ause most of the program exe ution in the se ond
ase is in original ode. Further investigation is required
to understand why this is so. Of ourse we should avoid
making broad on lusions from one small test ase like this,
parti ularly sin e it does not give any indi ation of what the
osts are when higher-order ode is used. In se tion 5 we will
brie y dis uss our experien es with more realisti programs.

4.

(\s −> ... ) Wi = (z, Wf)

plumbing

(\s −> ... ) Wn = (v, Wn+1)

Figure 3: An EDT with I/O a tions.

I/O

Naturally, for a debugger to be pra ti al it must support programs that perform I/O. In Haskell, monads have been used
to t I/O quite elegantly into the pure non-stri t fun tional
paradigm [14℄. Supporting Haskell's I/O presents two problems for our debugger. The rst problem on erns the program transformation, and the fa t that we must apply the
same transformation rules uniformly to the whole program,
regardless of whi h parts perform I/O. Sin e we have largely
avoided dis ussing the details of the transformation we do
not wish to delve too deeply into this issue in the urrent paper. The interested reader is invited to onsult [16℄ for more
information on the nature of the problem and how we solve
it. The se ond problem on erns the relationship between
de larative debugging and I/O. The de larative debugging
algorithm is dire ted by the user's intended interpretation
of the program: fun tion appli ations are displayed and the
user is asked if the result of the appli ation is orre t for
the given arguments. This relies on the ability of the user
to de ide the orre tness based on the values of the arguments and results of appli ations. However, for fun tions
that perform I/O, orre tness depends on the sequen ing of
I/O events and on the environment in whi h the program
is evaluated, whi h are not easily related to the stru ture of
the EDT. Our solution is to limit the s ope of de larative
debugging to subtrees of the EDT that do not ontain any
I/O. In pra ti e this works quite well, and there is s ope for
alternative debugging te hniques to be applied to the part
of the tree that on erns I/O a tivity, although we have not
onsidered this aspe t in detail.
In Haskell, the type `IO t' des ribes a omputation that
produ es a value of type t and may ause side-e e ts. Su h
a omputation is often alled an a tion. Primitive a tions
are provided by libraries and the runtime environment, and
ombinators are provided for omposition. The top-level
main fun tion has an IO type, and so the entire Haskell program is an a tion (or rather a omposition of a tions) that
modi es the state of the world via input and output intera tion with the operating system. A tions an o ur as the
arguments and results of appli ations, but how should the

debugger print su h a tions? The IO type is abstra t in
Haskell, although typi ally it is implemented as a fun tion
that threads a token through the program representing the
state of the world. This is ertainly true in GHC and also
in our debugger.11 It is possible to print this fun tion out,
although it is usually a tangle of lambda abstra tions and
ombinators for plumbing the state of the world. What we
would like to know is what happens when the fun tion is applied to a state of the world. Unfortunately this appli ation
happens outside of main.
Figure 3 illustrates an EDT with nodes that reveal the statethreading of Haskell's I/O monad. As far as the programmer is on erned, main is the top level of the program, under
whi h everything else happens. From an operational point
of view, this is not the ase. Instead main returns a fun tion. In the debugger's implementation of I/O, that fun tion
is applied and evaluated by runIO whi h is part of the underlying I/O ma hinery. An initial state of the world token
Wi is onjured up by runIO, and at the end of the whole
omputation the pair (z,Wf) is produ ed. The value of z is
demanded by runIO whi h auses the evaluation of the entire program, whi h in ludes the performan e of I/O a tions.
The nal state of the world token is Wf with intermediate
tokens Wn and Wn+1 ex hanged along the way. The variable v
denotes some value in the omputation, and the lambda abstra tions (ns -> ...) are state threading fun tions where
s is the state parameter. In between the state threading
fun tions are ombinators for plumbing the state through
the program. The hat hed triangles indi ate subtrees of the
EDT that ontain fun tions that do not perform I/O. It is
runIO that auses the program to evaluate, and the bulk
the the EDT resides under it (in pra ti e there aren't many
nodes underneath main, only those required to onstru t its
fun tional result).
11

To fa ilitate the interfa e between transformed ode and
the primitive I/O a tions, we re-implement the I/O infrastru ture in the debugger on top of that provided by the
ompiler.

It is not lear how to derive a suitable semanti s for I/O
a tions from the EDT, and thus make them amenable to
de larative debugging. For this reason we ignore any EDT
nodes that orrespond to I/O a tions and skip immediately
to their hildren when traversing the tree. In the rare event
that an IO value appears as an argument to a fun tion that
does not produ e an IO result dire tly (su h as `map print
[1,2,3℄') the IO values are printed abstra tly as <IO>. This
strategy means that the user of the debugger only sees the
part of the EDT that orresponds to non-IO ode. Bugs
in the I/O part of the program will not be found by our
debugger, however the ignored parts of the EDT may be
useful for other styles of debugging that are more suitable
for I/O, whi h we will onsider in future work.

5.

DISCUSSION

How pra ti al is the debugger on a realisti example? This
question is diÆ ult to answer be ause it is impossible to say
what a realisti program is, or for that matter a realisti
bug. However it is nonetheless useful to get some metri s
on the appli ation of the debugger to a non-trivial example.
Our test ase is a simple ray-tra er that an render threedimensional s enes onsisting of multiple point light sour es
and multiple spheres. The ode for the ray-tra er is available
in the examples dire tory in the sour e distribution of the
debugger, and onsists of about 1000 lines of Haskell ode
(in luding omments) a ross nine modules. The program
reads a s ene des ription le, parses it, renders ea h pixel
in an n by m image and writes the image to a le. The
dimensions of the image (n; m) are provided by ommand
line arguments. For our test ase we apply the ray-tra er
to two di erent s enes, the rst ontains one sphere and
one light, the se ond ontains seven spheres and two lights,
and we render ea h s ene in an image of 100 by 100 pixels.
The ma hine, ompiler and ompiler ags are all the same
as those used in the previous test ases for naive reverse
in se tion 3. In se tion 6 we apply a ompeting Haskell
debugging system to the same program for omparison.
Table 2 shows the results of the tests. The left olumn
indi ates the s ene that was rendered and the remaining
olumns indi ate the spa e and time performan e of the
ray-tra er under di erent kinds of transformation. For the
transformed versions of the program the time measurement
indi ates the duration of exe uting phase one. At this point
the ray-tra ing is omplete and the debugging may ommen e. This is how long the user must wait until they an
intera t with the EDT traversal. The spa e usage indi ates
the maximum memory required to exe ute the program up
until the end of phase one. During traversal of the EDT
the memory usage may grow further due to the onstru tion of more EDT nodes, though in pra ti e we have found
that this is not signi ant. The numbers immediately underneath ea h of the transformation types indi ate the size of
the (stati ally linked) exe utable that is produ ed when the
program is ompiled. The transformations are as follows:
 original - the original program without transforma-

tion.

 empty - debugging transformation that does not reate

any EDT nodes for any fun tion appli ations.

 re-eval - debugging transformation that reates a re-

evaluation node for ea h fun tion appli ation (ex ept
IO fun tions).

Transforming the program so that an EDT node is reated
for every fun tion appli ation (without re-evaluation) requires an unreasonable amount of spa e (greater than 200MB),
so that it is e e tively impossible to debug the ray-tra er
using that s heme. Therefore, the ase for re-evaluation is
quite strong in this example. Spa e onsumption is about
seven times that of the original, and exe ution time is about
twenty times that of the original. Of ourse the spa e savings do not ome for free! The tradeo is that the user of
the debugger must wait for parts of the EDT to be re onstru ted during EDT traversal. The longest waiting period
is approximately equal to the time taken to exe ute phase
one of the transformed program. Although the waiting times
will de rease as traversal pro eeds further down the tree. In
general it is not ne essary to transform all of the program
for re-evaluation, only the parts that are omputationally
expensive. Further savings in spa e and time an be had
by transforming trusted parts of the program to produ e
empty EDTs. For example in the ase of the ray-tra er we
may not be interested debugging the parser, so we do not
need to onstru t nodes for fun tions involved in parsing.
The ne essary transformation style an be easily applied to
a whole module, or sele tively for ea h fun tion depending
on the requirements of the user.
There is another important pra ti al aspe t that we have
not mentioned so far in the paper: un aught ex eptions in
the debugged program. It is essential that un aught ex eptions that are raised by the program being debugged do not
ause the debugger to rash. The potential for su h a rash
is made possible by the fa t that part of the debugging program is the original program (albeit a transformed version of
it). Our debugger implements a kind of virtual I/O on top
of the I/O fa ilities provided by the ompiler. One advantage of implementing the debugger with GHC is that we an
make use of its quite expressive ex eption handling me hanism: [13℄. The interfa e between our virtual I/O and that
of the ompiler o urs at the primitive I/O a tions (those
that implement reading and writing hara ters for example).
When a virtual primitive is alled by the program being debugged are is taken to at h any ex eptions that are raised
by the exe ution of the real primitive using the ex eption
at hing fa ility provided by GHC. Note that exe ution of
real primitives an ause evaluation of sub- omputations in
the program, and those omputations may raise ex eptions
- so the evaluation of the primitive e e tively auses the exeption to be thrown. If an ex eption is aught then it is
rei ed into the virtual I/O by agging the ex eption in the
state of the world that is threaded through the I/O a tions.
A state ontaining a agged ex eption auses the exe ution
of the normal hain of I/O a tions to terminate and the state
is propagated upwards. If the ex eption is not handled in
the original program then runIO will return a state of the
world with a agged ex eption. The good news is that the
the EDT an be reated for all fun tion appli ations up until
the ex eption was thrown, and we may traverse it as usual.
The presen e of ex eptions provides two additional ways in
whi h the results and arguments of appli ations may be

Table 2: spa e (MB) { time (se ) performan e of ray-tra er and exe utable sizes

S ene

1 sphere
7 spheres

original
empty
re-eval
exe = 1190568 bytes exe = 3598926 bytes exe = 4559994 bytes
1.5 { 1
4 { 14
13 { 20
2{6
4 { 75
14 { 101

printed by the debugger. Under GHC's ex eption me hanism all types are extended with additional values that represent ex eptional omputations. Sin e the debugger must
be able to print any (non-bottom) member in a type, it must
be able to print those that are ex eptional. In GHC a spe ial
heap value is used to mark syn hronous ex eptions, and the
type of ex eptional event is en oded by an ordinary Haskell
data type whi h is used by the debugger when it prints the
ex eption. Asyn hronous ex eptions are aused by external
events and so annot be attributed to any parti ular fun tion appli ation. Expressions that were under evaluation
when an asyn hronous ex eption o urs must be able to be
resumed after the ex eption is handled - in general resuming
them will not ne essarily ause the ex eption to be raised
again. When an asyn hronous ex eption is un aught in the
debugged program the results of fun tion appli ations that
were under evaluation at the time of the ex eption will be
marked by GHC as resumable. Resumable omputations are
printed by the debugger with an ex lamation mark to indiate that their value is not known, but they were under evaluation when an asyn hronous ex eption was thrown. This
is to distinguish them from thunks whi h were not needed
at the time of the ex eption.

6.

RELATED WORK

The use of an EDT for de larative debugging is well known: [8,
15, 19, 11, 3℄. The main detra tor of the earlier approa hes
being a la k of support for higher-order programming, and
the prohibitive ost of the spa e onsumed by the EDT.
The debugger des ribed in this paper stems from earlier resear h by Naish and Barbour [8℄ (see also Naish [7℄). In reent work [15℄, a prototype de larative debugger for Haskell
was implemented. Only a subset of the language was supported, the most notable omission being arbitrary higherorder ode. An attempt to support higher-order ode and
urried fun tion de nitions based on a type-dire ted program spe ialisation was proposed in [17℄. Unfortunately
the spe ialisation intera ts badly with polymorphi re ursion and separate ompilation. The prohibitive spa e onsumption of the EDT was onsidered in [8℄ and also [15℄,
and the basi idea for solving the problem was also formulated in those papers. However, it is not until now that an
implementation has been a hieved.
Sparud gives a program transformation for de larative debugging of Haskell [19℄. Our transformation is similar to his,
however we di er in our treatment of higher-order ode. For
printing values, he suggests the use of type- lasses to provide an overloaded fun tion whi h produ es a representation
for values in the program. This still requires support from
the runtime environment to determine whether an expression is evaluated, or y li . Our experien e shows that it is
more pra ti al to implement all of the printing in C. Unfortunately there appears to be no available implementation of

his debugger.
Nilsson [11℄ uses an instrumented runtime environment to
onstru t an EDT as a side-e e t of omputation. The advantage of this approa h is that it allows for greater a ess to the runtime representation of values. A te hnique
alled pie emeal tra ing is employed to onstrain the memory onsumed by the EDT, by pla ing an upper limit on the
size of memory o upied by the EDT at any one time. Reomputation of part of the program is required to generate
bran hes of the tree that do not t into memory. This works
quite well in pra ti e however it requires extensive modi ation of the runtime environment of the language and would
not be easy to do in a ompiler like GHC. The disadvantage
of this approa h is the omplexity of implementation. A
whole new ompiler for a large subset of Haskell was reated
for the purposes of providing the ne essary instrumented
runtime environment. Our motivation for employing program transformation is to simplify the implementation of
the debugger and to take advantage of existing ompiler
te hnology. Unfortunately the ompiler does not support
enough of the Haskell language to test the debugger with
the ray-tra ing example dis ussed in se tion 5. However,
when applied to the task of naive-reversing a list of 2000
integers the debugger takes about 16 megabytes of memory
and about 10 se onds to rea h the rst question. Memory
usage remains at about 16 megabytes throughout the debugging session. It appears that development of this tool
has stopped for a number of years.
A general framework for tra ing, debugging and observing
lazy fun tional omputations based on redu tion histories
(or Redex Trails ) has been proposed in [21, 20℄, whi h is
implemented by the Hat tool12 . The trails re ord a ri h
amount of information about a omputation and various
post-pro essing tools have been developed to view the information in di erent ways, in luding de larative debugging [22℄. The main ost of re ording Redex Trails is the
spa e required to store the trail, the size of whi h being
proportionate to the duration of the omputation. To ope
with the large spa e requirement, the trail is serialised and
written to a log le rather than being maintained in main
memory. Hat is also based on transformation, however the
resulting program is not dependent on any parti ular ompiler, so their debugging system is more portable than ours
(hat is known to work with two di erent Haskell ompilers).
There are two di erent modes of transformation in Hat. The
rst (untrusted) mode re ords redu tions of fun tions in a
given module, and the se ond (trusted) does not re ord redu tions for fun tions in a given module. The purpose of
the trusted mode is predominantly to redu e the size of the
log le that is generated - it also redu es the time taken but
not by a large degree.
12

www.haskell.org/hat

We applied Hat to the ray-tra ing example mentioned in se tion 5 with mixed results. We used the same ompiler, mahine and optimisation ags as those used to test our debugger. Firstly we transformed the program so that all modules
were transformed as untrusted. The resulting exe utable after ompilation is about 6.5 MB, whi h is slightly larger than
that produ ed by our debugger. When ray-tra ing the rst
s ene ontaining one sphere and one light, the time taken for
the program to omplete was 293 se onds (15 times slower
than our debugger using re-evaluation), the largest memory
usage of the pro ess was 14 MB and the resulting log le was
112MB. When ray-tra ing the se ond s ene ontaining seven
spheres and two lights, the results are less promising. We
aborted the exe ution of the program after 20 minutes, the
memory usage at that time was about 18 MB and the log le
was 549 MB. To be fair we limited the untrusted transformation to one module in the program. We hose the ore
ray-tra ing module where most of the work is performed in
the program. This redu ed the size of the log le to 23 MB
for the s ene with one sphere, however memory usage and
runtime were the same as before. However, when applied to
the s ene with seven spheres we did not get a result after
20 minutes of runtime, although at this stage the log le was
only up to 50 MB.
By writing tra es of redu tions to a log le rather than storing the tra e in main memory, Hat is able to keep the main
memory requirements of the transformed program proportional to the original program. However, the osts of writing
this log le are not small. The time required to exe ute the
transformed program is quite long, and the log les an be
very large. Care has to be taken to ensure that the tools
that pro ess the log les do not require spa e proportional
to the size of the log le.
A means for displaying the evaluation of expressions in a
running Haskell program is provided by HOOD13 [5℄. A
type lass is used to implement an overloaded fun tion alled
observe. This fun tion has the type of the identity fun tion,
and so it an freely be inserted into any expression without
hanging the type of the program. Calls to observe ause
the redu tion steps for an expression to be logged as a sidee e t. The log faithfully re e ts the partial evaluation of
data. It an apture the evaluation of fun tions, whi h are
represented extensionally as sets of input and output values.
One advantage of HOOD is that it is easily ombined into
an existing program and it only relies on a few ommonly
implemented extensions to Haskell.
Detailed omparisons of HOOD, Freya and Hat are do umented by Chitil et al [4℄. However, it should be noted that
the implementation of Hat has hanged signi antly sin e
those omparisons were made.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have highlighted some impediments to debugging in Haskell, and shown how these issues are handled
in our implementation of a de larative debugger. The debugger is based on the onstru tion of a tree that gives a
high-level semanti s to the evaluation of a program. Nodes
in the tree represent fun tion appli ations, and we use pro13

Haskell Obje t Observation Debugger

gram transformation to generate the tree. Printing values
stored in the nodes of the tree is diÆ ult to do in Haskell.
We avoid this diÆ ulty be performing the printing in C ode
whi h has a ess to the heap representation of values. This
is not quite suÆ ient for higher-order values for whi h we
en ode a printable representation during program transformation. Produ ing a node in the tree for every fun tion
appli ation is prohibitively expensive. We show how spa e
onsumed by the tree may be saved at the ost of later reevaluation. Tests with a moderate sized program indi ate
that re-evaluation does signi antly redu e the spa e ost
of the tree. In pra ti e re-evaluation is ne essary in order
for debugging to be feasible for non-trivial programs. More
gains are anti ipated by mixing original ode with transformed ode, however this feature is yet to be implemented.
Our debugger is able to support programs that do arbitrary
I/O, and raise un aught ex eptions. We limit the de larative debugging algorithm to those sub- omputations that do
not do I/O. Further onsideration of alternative debugging
algorithms for the I/O parts of the program are needed.
An implementation of the debugger, a user's guide and example test ases are available from the web-site:
www. s.mu.oz.au/~bjpop/buddha
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